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Instructions : Attempt all the Five questions. 

Usemp = 938.28MeV, mn = 939.571\!IeV, av = 15.56MeV, a8 =·17.23MeV, ac = 0.721\!IeV, aa = 
23.28M eV, "n = 1.055 X 10-34 J- s, e = 1.6 X 10-19C, Ba = 28.321\!IeV, ma. == 3727 MeV, nc = 
1971\!JeV fm, e2 /(47rEo) = 1.44 MeV jm, 10i = 3.7 x 1010disjsec 

Q.l. (a) If spin and .parity of the ground state in Deutero~1 were o- fin a the isospin (T) of the 
nucleus. 

(b) The binding energies of the mirror ~fSc and ~6Ca nuclei are 343.143 MeV and 350.420 
MeV, respectively. Estimate the radii of the two nuclei. 

(c) Calculate mean square radius for a uniformly charged sphere. [2+3+2] 

Q. 2 (a) Assuming that deformed nuclei are represented by rotation ellipsoids, discuss how a 
measure of the quadrupole moment may tell us if the nucleus is oblate or prolate. 

·(b) Calculate quadrupole moment due to a charge distribution of ellipsoidal shape with semi
major and semi-minor axes as a and b, respectively. Hence, calculate the axes ratio for the 
nucleus 181Ta if the measured quadrupole moment for the ground state (spin 7/2+) is +3.17eb. 
[2+5] 

Q. 3 (a) Using semi-empirical mass formula ·derive the expression for energy Sn required to 
separate a neutron from a nucleus (A,Z). Hence, find the nucleus with mass number A = 34 
which will be just unstable against spontaneous neutron emission. You can neglect the pairing 
interaction. 

(b) Explain briefly hmv it is possible that energy can be released both in the fusion of light 
nuclei and in the fission. of heavy nuclei. [5+2] 

Q. 4. (a) Explain, if the following decay processes are allowed. Binding energies of 8 Be and 
12 C are 56.5 .and 92.16 MeV, respectively. 
(i) 8 Be---+ a+ a (ii) 12 C---+ a+ a+ a 

(b) Consider nuclei with N=Z=A/2 .. Neglecting pairing term find the nucleus for 'Yhicl1 bindiri'g 
energy per nucleop is maxim:~m. · 

(c) Using semi-empirical mass formula .calculate decay. energy in alpha decay of §!2 Po-. J2-t 2+3] 

Q. 5 (a) A 124Sb rapionuclide is-produced at a constant rate ofQ == 1.0 ><' 109 nuclei per second. 
· H$,ving the half~life T1;; =·60 day~ it decays into the stable 124Te. Find: (i) how .spon after, 
the beginning of production the a'cti'{ity of 124Sb,radionuclide betopies equal tp· A= JOJiCi: (ii). 
'<v,hat mass of 124Te_,wiU~be ac,9Un}qJated in the preparation f<,>ur mpnths after,.tl}e beginning of 

. it.s productjom ' · .: , · . ,, . · ., " · · •. • 

.. (H) Tl!e 'a .de~ay ~f 238U ~t 1 ;2:=,:"i4,7 x. 109 years) . .leads ,to 23~Th (t 1; 2 .= 24.l d~ys). A. sarnple of 
u{aniuin ore should1 rev~aJ 234Th .. act'ivity in se"cplar ec!uilibrJun\ with the paren~. Wliat· would: ' 
be hie' 204 Th. a:c.ti\tity in each gi-ar,n·of\~rariiurr1F .. ., · · :r4+'3]'. · 
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